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Recently, nanoscience and nanotechnology, as an emerging multidisciplinary research
field (chemistry, physics, biology, materials science, engineering, medicine, etc.) have
attracted special and great attention. The synthesis of materials at the nanoscale has
shown an exceptional improvement of the material’s properties (thermal, optical,
electrical, magnetic, mechanical, etc.) as well as the discovery of new materials with
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novel properties, due to the fact that at the nanometre scale the materials posses high
surface area, spatial confinement, less imperfections, etc. This leads to the exploration
and development of new technological applications in various domains.
After the review process, seven articles were selected for inclusion in this special
issue. The guest editors hope that this special issue will stimulate more research on this
topic.
The guest editors would like to thank all the authors and all the referees for their time
and their thorough evaluations of these articles.

